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Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict

Poem Basic Overview Detailed Knowledge Map to 
Download

Additional Revision

Checking Out Me 
History by John Agard

Content, Meaning and Purpose -Represents the voice of a black man who is 
frustrated by the Eurocentric history curriculum in the UK – which pays little 
attention to the black history. -Black history is quoted to emphasise its separateness 
and to stress its importance

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EVIgL2JR2HJEq0qIt
A9C6-
4BNzdP2lWSr7Qlwxpvy1Yt4A?e=rxNrz
b

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=Mj1bMk_E7GQ

London by William 
Blake

Content, Meaning and Purpose -The narrator is describing a walk around London 
and how he is saddened by the sights and sounds of poverty. -The poem also 
addresses the loss of innocence and the determinism of inequality: how new-born 
infants are born into poverty. -The poem uses rhetoric (persuasive techniques) to 
convince the reader that the people in power (landowners, Church, Government) 
are to blame for this inequality.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EfKyL3F8bhpDsJlq-
C8n3pQBgXJl7XtpeqK12VwirB4MuQ?e
=DgBtkk

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=zHp8eVi27Nw

My Last Duchess by 
Robert Browning

Content, Meaning and Purpose -The Duke is showing a visitor around his large art 
collection and proudly points out a portrait of his last wife, who is now dead. He 
reveals that he was annoyed by her over-friendly and flirtatious behaviour. -He can 
finally control her by objectifying her and showing her portrait to visitors when he 
chooses. - He is now alone as a result of his need for control. -The visitor has come 
to arrange the Duke’s next marriage, and the Duke’s story is a subtle warning about 
how he expects his next wife to behave.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EZVDxGORGj9DvU
Wwrepc2bIBc5X6JxjoTvWevZQSqBYqV
w?e=C5DLlb

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=T9h_csKEwxg

Poetry of Power and Conflict
When using this knowledge map for the Power and Conflict poetry cluster, please ensure that you download your own copy of the ‘detailed knowledge map’ as 
well as watch the ‘additional revision’ to support your understanding. You should use this information to help complete your 'Knowledge Retrieval Booklet'

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EVIgL2JR2HJEq0qItA9C6-4BNzdP2lWSr7Qlwxpvy1Yt4A?e=rxNrzb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mj1bMk_E7GQ
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EfKyL3F8bhpDsJlq-C8n3pQBgXJl7XtpeqK12VwirB4MuQ?e=DgBtkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHp8eVi27Nw
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EZVDxGORGj9DvUWwrepc2bIBc5X6JxjoTvWevZQSqBYqVw?e=C5DLlb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9h_csKEwxg


Poem Basic Overview Detailed Knowledge Map to 
Download

Additional Revision

Ozymandias by Percy 
Shelley

Content, Meaning and Purpose -The narrator meets a traveller who tells him about a 
decayed stature that he saw in a desert. -The statue was of a long forgotten ancient 
King: the arrogant Ozymandias, ‘king of kings.’ -The poem is ironic and one big 
metaphor: Human power is only temporary – the statue now lays crumbled in the 
sand, and even the most powerful human creations cannot resist the power of 
nature.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EQIE4L17YIBGjWRR
P6NcheEBCiOFL-
kTD95aKlOp7xD1_g?e=JYacBa

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=d_Egz2bDQ0o

The Emigree by Carol 
Rumans

Content , Meaning and Purpose -‘Emigree’ – a female who is forced to leave their 
county for political or social reasons. -The speaker describes her memories of a 
home city that she was forced to flee. The city is now “sick with tyrants”. -Despite 
the cities problems, her positive memories of the place cannot be extinguished.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EYLtzuex6QpPhjjP9
DUs7JYBxLKTkJgjSXvTvUv5rvr2wA?e=2
XkW7g

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=RfIJ8iXLfLc

Prelude by William 
Wordsworth

Content, Meaning and Purpose -The story of a boy’s love of nature and a night-time 
adventure in a rowing boat that instils a deeper and fearful respect for the power of 
nature. -At first, the boy is calm and confident, but the sight of a huge mountain that 
comes into view scares the boy and he flees back to the shore. -He is now in awe of 
the mountain and now fearful of the power of nature which are described as ‘huge 
and mighty forms, that do not live like living men.’ -We should respect nature and 
not take it for granted

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/ESbkHBm4qTJHlYm
B2Pyx4N8BzAyC7dM3R73HuGO-
map90Q?e=vDU8GE

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=5g3l1E1gHiM

Tissue by Imitiaz 
Dhaker

Content, Meaning and Purpose -Two different meanings of ‘Tissue’ (homonyms) are 
explored: firstly, the various pieces of paper that control our lives (holy books, maps, 
grocery receipts); secondly, the tissue of a human body. -The poet explores the 
paradox that although paper is fragile, temporary and ultimately not important, we 
allow it to control our lives. -Also, although human life is much more precious, it is 
also fragile and temporary.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EfupBCQjJmVAr3PN
6kEEXNUBAtBRWr3obUsSjcxqVupvrQ?
e=OP5TXY

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=wVjZpi9lkcI

Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EQIE4L17YIBGjWRRP6NcheEBCiOFL-kTD95aKlOp7xD1_g?e=JYacBa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Egz2bDQ0o
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EYLtzuex6QpPhjjP9DUs7JYBxLKTkJgjSXvTvUv5rvr2wA?e=2XkW7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfIJ8iXLfLc
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/ESbkHBm4qTJHlYmB2Pyx4N8BzAyC7dM3R73HuGO-map90Q?e=vDU8GE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g3l1E1gHiM
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EfupBCQjJmVAr3PN6kEEXNUBAtBRWr3obUsSjcxqVupvrQ?e=OP5TXY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVjZpi9lkcI


Poem Basic Overview Detailed Knowledge Map to 
Download

Additional Revision

Charge of the Light 
Brigade by Tennyson

Content, Meaning and Purpose - Published six weeks after a disastrous battle against the 
Russians in the (unpopular) Crimean War -Describes a cavalry charge against Russians who 
shoot at the lightly-armed British with cannon from three sides of a long valley. -Of the 600 
hundred who started the charge, over half were killed, injured or taken prisoner. -It is a 
celebration of the men’s courage and devotion to their country, symbols of the might of the 
British Empire.

https://woottonparkschool.sh
arepoint.com/:w:/s/English/E
couBI-
eSxJDmA5lylL4dNUBThV07zV
KK9V_h1C-
s2mv7g?e=BoFM9h

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=OXVs8KydoNY

Bayonet Charge by 
Ted Hughes

Content, Meaning and Purpose -Describes the terrifying experience of ‘going over the top’: 
fixing bayonets (long knives) to the end of rifles and leaving a trench to charge directly at the 
enemy. -Steps inside the body and mind of the speaker to show how this act transforms a 
soldier from a living thinking person into a dangerous weapon of war. -Hughes dramatises the 
struggle between a man's thoughts and actions.

https://woottonparkschool.sh
arepoint.com/:w:/s/English/E
fCGRrJkpa5JnC2blVIJt_QBM1
T0BYzkm0kO03wBen2xvQ?e=
EXV1aX

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=6AMuwf9zzKM

War Photographer by 
Carol Ann Duffy

Content, Meaning and Purpose -Tells the story of a war photographer developing photos at 
home in England: as a photo develops he begins to remember the horrors of war – painting a 
contrast to the safety of his dark room. -He appears to be returning to a warzone at the end 
of the poem. -Duffy conveys both the brutality of war and the indifference of those who 
might view the photos in newspapers and magazines: those who live in comfort and are 
unaffected by war.

https://woottonparkschool.sh
arepoint.com/:w:/s/English/E
fi-
9PJXQstPvKLNAau4cugB7Tu-
E1rte19mTYcY55ajDw?e=jQsX
Rv

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=HeZCQlUMQxI

Kamikaze by Beartice 
Garland

Content, Meaning and Purpose -In World War 2, Japanese Kamikaze pilots would fly manned 
missiles into targets such as ships. -This poem explores a kamikaze pilot’s journey towards 
battle, his decision to return, and how he is shunned when he returns home. -As he looks 
down at the sea, the beauty of nature and memories of childhood make him decide to turn 
back.

https://woottonparkschool.sh
arepoint.com/:w:/s/English/E
fym2L1ZNDxMp2RXsISG1R4Bl
_inwOV22kYP3QFIBahOqg?e
=gbqKDN

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=9zwoe5twfd4

Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EcouBI-eSxJDmA5lylL4dNUBThV07zVKK9V_h1C-s2mv7g?e=BoFM9h
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXVs8KydoNY
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EfCGRrJkpa5JnC2blVIJt_QBM1T0BYzkm0kO03wBen2xvQ?e=EXV1aX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AMuwf9zzKM
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/Efi-9PJXQstPvKLNAau4cugB7Tu-E1rte19mTYcY55ajDw?e=jQsXRv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeZCQlUMQxI
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/Efym2L1ZNDxMp2RXsISG1R4Bl_inwOV22kYP3QFIBahOqg?e=gbqKDN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zwoe5twfd4


Poem Basic Overview Detailed Knowledge Map to 
Download

Additional Revision

Remains by Simon 
Armitage

Content, Meaning and Purpose -Written to coincide with a TV documentary about 
those returning from war with PTSD. Based on Guardsman Tromans, who fought in 
Iraq in 2003. -Speaker describes shooting a looter dead in Iraq and how it has 
affected him. -To show the reader that mental suffering can persist long after 
physical conflict is over.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/Eazm73w0NmNDjl
mGAD76UCIBWg_17V790H4P1Kv3mi0
eqw?e=rzLXae

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=vmUCX-dSb9E

Exposure by Wilfred 
Owen

Content, Meaning and Purpose -Speaker describes war as a battle against the 
weather and conditions. -Imagery of cold and warm reflect the delusional mind of a 
man dying from hypothermia. -Owen wanted to draw attention to the suffering, 
monotony and futility of war.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EYm1DShhk9tDj-
mB8oeMKjwB-
zeow_G0ufoZApRUEH2JLw?e=O3EzwN

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=64FESmLvQEs

Poppies by Jane Weir Content, Meaning and Purpose -A modern poem that offers an alternative 
interpretation of bravery in conflict: it does not focus on a soldier in battle but on 
the mother who is left behind and must cope with his death. -The narration covers 
her visit to a war memorial, interspersed with images of the soldier’s childhood and 
his departure for war.

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EWIGNmB86GJDnD
wSQT6tvDABzB6h1eYtW1Kmj31SAHDd
5Q?e=Y8yRki

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=FEqSAT77SDQ

Storm on the Island 
by Seamus Heaney

The narrator describes how a rural island community prepared for a coming storm, 
and how they were confident in their preparations.  When the storm hits, they are 
shocked by its power: its violent sights and sounds are described, using the 
metaphor of war.  The final line of the poem reveals their fear of nature’s power

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.
com/:w:/s/English/EX_d8EtM4VhJtg5x
yfS6xowBa1JrKRTFJDbQgxGAIISPZw?e=
rRhv1O

https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=Sgsu_WgO9GY

Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict

https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/Eazm73w0NmNDjlmGAD76UCIBWg_17V790H4P1Kv3mi0eqw?e=rzLXae
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmUCX-dSb9E
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EYm1DShhk9tDj-mB8oeMKjwB-zeow_G0ufoZApRUEH2JLw?e=O3EzwN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64FESmLvQEs
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EWIGNmB86GJDnDwSQT6tvDABzB6h1eYtW1Kmj31SAHDd5Q?e=Y8yRki
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEqSAT77SDQ
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/English/EX_d8EtM4VhJtg5xyfS6xowBa1JrKRTFJDbQgxGAIISPZw?e=rRhv1O
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sgsu_WgO9GY


Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict



Revision Websites and Additional 
Reading

GCSE Bitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/top
ics/zprysg8
YouTube Revision:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=d_Egz2bDQ0o&list=PLqGFsWf-P-
cAO64lBHZTFwTz2X0DD_Cxk
AQA:
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/e
nglish/gcse/english-literature-8702

Thematic Links Between Poems

Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zprysg8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Egz2bDQ0o&list=PLqGFsWf-P-cAO64lBHZTFwTz2X0DD_Cxk
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-literature-8702


Key Vocabulary

Throughout this unit, 
you should dedicate a 
portion of your 
learning time to 
learning the spellings 
and definitions of the 
following key 
vocabulary. You should 
use the 'look, cover, 
write, check' technique 
to ensure you are ready 
for your weekly tests.

Subject: English Term: 3 Topic: AQA English Literature Paper 2 – Poetry of Power and Conflict



Subject: Maths Higher (D) Term: 3 Topic: Statistical enquiry

Sampling A stratified sampling considers the proportion of each naturally 
occurring group out of the whole population. This means that 
each group can be fairly represented in the sample.

The process of capturing and then recapturing 
can help us to estimate the size of a population.

Type of holiday Number of people Amount in sample

City hotel 63 63
300

× 2400 = 504

Beach hotel 120 120
300

× 2400 = 960

City self catering 52 52
300

× 2400 = 415.99999 416

Beach self catering 65 65
300

× 2400 = 520.00

Total 2400 2400



Subject: Maths Higher (D) Term: 3 Topic: Statistical enquiry

Cumulative Frequency

16
16 + 17 = 33
33 + 10 = 43

43 + 7 = 50



Subject: Maths Higher (D) Term: 3 Topic: Statistical enquiry

Box plots



Subject: Maths Higher (D) Term: 3 Topic: Statistical enquiry

Histograms



Subject: Maths Higher (D) Term: 3 Topic: Statistical enquiry

Comparing distributions

Worked example

At checkpoint B, the average 
speed is higher, with a 
median of 38, compared to a 
median of 32.

The speeds at checkpoint A 
are more spread out, with an 
IQR of 21, compared to an 
IQR for checkpoint B of 11.

When comparing the spread of the data, 
the bigger the number for the IQR, the 
more spread out (and sometimes less 
consistent) the data is.

When describing the data, it depends on 
the particular situation as to whether you 
would want a higher median or not. If the 
data is about how long a battery lasts, you 
want the median to be higher; when 
comparing the time it takes to run 100m, 
you want the median to be lower



Subject: Maths (DAB) Higher Term: 3 Topic: Further Trigonometry

Week 1: The tangent function

• The tangent graph repeats every 
180° in both directions

• There are asymptotes at 90°, 270°
and every 180° onwards. (This is 
where there are no values for the 
tangent graphs)

Key word: Asymptote
A straight line that approaches a curve, 
but does not actually meet the curve.



Subject: Maths (DAB) Higher Term: 3 Topic: Further Trigonometry

Week 2: Area of a non-right angles triangle and the Sine rule

To use the sine rule you need to know one angle and the 
opposite side. Then:
- If you know another angle you can work out the 

length of the opposite side
- If you know another side, you can work out the size 

of the opposite angle

Worked example 1 Worked example 2



Subject: Maths (DAB) Higher Term: 3 Topic: Further trigonometry

Week 3: Cosine rule

Worked example 1 Worked example 2



Subject: Maths (DAB) Higher Term: 3 Topic: Further trigonometry

Week 4: Problems in 3-D and transforming trigonometry graphs

A plane is a flat surface. For example, the surface of your desk lies in a horizontal plane. The wall in a classroom lies in a 
vertical plane. A diagonal is a line joining one vertex to another.



Subject: Maths (DAB) Higher Term: 3 Topic: Further Trigonometry

Week 5: Simultaneous equations graphically and algebraically

𝑥𝑥 = 4
𝑦𝑦 = 1

1

2

1 x 3 9𝑥𝑥 + 3𝑦𝑦 = 33 3

2 2𝑥𝑥 − 3𝑦𝑦 = −11

23    + 11𝑥𝑥 = 22
𝑥𝑥 = 2

÷ 11

Sub 𝑥𝑥 = 2 in to 1

3(2) + 𝑦𝑦 = 11
6 + 𝑦𝑦 = 11

- 6𝑦𝑦 = 5

𝒙𝒙 = 𝟐𝟐 and 𝒚𝒚 = 𝟓𝟓



Subject: Maths (CE) Foundation Term: 3 Topic: Quadratics

Factorising quadratics
Expanding quadraticsFactorise- To put back into brackets

Quadratics- Are written in the form of 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐𝑐

Perfect square- (𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎)2= 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎 𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎 = 𝑥𝑥2 + 2𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎2

Difference of two squares

Subtraction
For example 
81 is a square 
number  

64 –  9
82 –  32

(8 + 3) (8 – 3)
a2 – b2

(a + b) (a – b)



Solving and using quadratic graphs
Quadratics can be solved 
by making them equal to 
zero then factorising

Common mistakes:

The point where the parabola crosses the x 
axis is the solution to the equation for x. 

We would refer to this as ‘the solution’ to 
𝑥𝑥2 + 4𝑥𝑥 + 3

So therefore, 
x=-3 or x=-1

Subject: Maths (CE) Foundation Term: 3 Topic: Quadratics



Circles Area= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2
Circumference= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

Calculate the circumference correct to 1 decimal 
place.
Circumference= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
C=𝜋𝜋 × 8
=25.13274123cm
=25.1cm (1dp)

8 cm Calculate the area correct to 
1 decimal place.
Area= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2
C=𝜋𝜋 × 102
=314.1592654𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2

=314.2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 (1dp)

10 cm

Volume of a cylinder= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2𝑙𝑙
Surface area of a cylinder= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 + 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2

Calculate the Volume Volume= 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2𝑙𝑙
V=𝜋𝜋 × 102 × 5
=1570.796327𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3

=1570.8𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3 (1dp)
10 cm

Subject: Maths (CE) Foundation Term: 3 Topic: Quadratics



Arcs and sectors

36° 9 cm

36
360

× 𝜋𝜋 × 92

= 8.1𝜋𝜋 cm
= 25.4 cm²

260°

3 cm

13
6
𝜋𝜋 cm

= 6.81 cm

Example area 
of a sector

Example length 
of an arc

Subject: Maths (CE) Foundation Term: 3 Topic: Quadratics



Spheres, Pyramids and cones

Subject: Maths (CE) Foundation Term: 3 Topic: Quadratics



Subject: Separate Sciences- Biology Term: 3 Topic: Biodiversity and ecosystems

Week 2

These are three ways we pollute the environment:

Pollution
Biodiversity – the variety of different species on Earth, or within an ecosystem. 

Biodiversity
Week 1

High biodiversity 
(lots of different 

species)

Reduced dependence of one 
species on another for things like 

food, shelter and the maintenance 
of the physical environment

Stable 
ecosystems

The Earth is gradually being heated up as a result of increasing levels of greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere. 
Three consequences of global warming could be:
1. Rising sea levels (so low-lying places may flood)
2. A change in the distribution of some organisms
3. A decrease in biodiversity (as some species may become 

extinct)

Global warming

Humans use land for things like building, quarrying, farming and dumping waste. 
This means there’s less land available for other organisms. 

Deforestation – the cutting down of forests. It has been done on a large-scale in tropical 
areas in order to:
- Clear land for rice fields and farming cattle
- Grow crops to make biofuels

Land use and deforestation

An increasing human 
population and 

standard of living

More resources used 
more quickly

More waste 
produced

More 
pollution

More plants and 
animals killed, so less 

biodiversity

1. Breeding programmes – endangered species
are bred in captivity to make sure the species survives.

2. Habitat restoration – rare habitats like mangroves, heathland and coral reefs are 
are protected and regenerated. 

3. Hedgerows and field margins – these are reintroduced around fields where only a single  
crop type is grown, creating habitats for more organisms

4. Government regulations – e.g. to reduce deforestation and CO2 emissions

5. Recycling – reduces the amount of waste going to landfill sites.

5 Programmes to protect ecosystems



Subject: Separate Sciences- Physics Term: 3 Topic: Electromagnetism

Week 4 
Food security – having enough food to feed a 
population. It’s threatened by 6 things:
1. Increasing birth rate
2. Changing diets in developed countries
3. New pests and pathogens that affect crops 

and livestock
4. Environmental changes that affect farming
5. Cost of farming
6. Conflict

Food security threatsTrophic level – as stage in a food chain
Pyramid of biomass – a diagram showing the relative amounts of biomass at each tropic 
level.

Trophic levels Week 3

Decomposers – e.g. bacteria, 
secrete enzymes to break down 

dead plant and animal mater into 
small soluble food molecules. These 

then diffuse into the 
microorganisms

Here are three reasons why biomass is lost between trophic levels:
1. Not all of the material ingested by an organism is absorbed, some is lost as faeces
2. Some biomass is lost as waste substances (e.g. CO2 and water in respiration, water and 

urea in urine) rather than being used to build new biomass
3. Lots of glucose is used for respiration rather than being used to build new biomass

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 𝑜𝑜𝐸𝐸 𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑡𝑡𝜋𝜋𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝜋𝜋 %

=
𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑡𝑡𝜋𝜋𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝐸𝐸𝜋𝜋 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝜋𝐸𝐸 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙
𝑏𝑏𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝜋𝐸𝐸 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏 𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙

× 100%

Biomass transfer

Energy is 
transferred by light 

to producers. 

Only about 1% of energy that 
hits producers is transferred 

for photosynthesis

Only about 10% of biomass 
available at one trophic level 

is passed onto the next

Food can be produced more 
efficiently by reducing the energy 
transferred from livestock to the 
environment, for example:
- By restricting movement
- By keeping animals in temperature 

–controlled environments

Increasing Efficiency

Fish stocks are declining due to overfishing. We need to maintain stocks at a level where 
the fish continue to breed. This can be done by:
- Introducing fishing quotas - controlling net size

Overfishing

Biotechnology – where living things and biological processes are used and manipulated 
to produce a useful product. It can be used to produce food for the growing human 
population (e.g. microorganisms can be cultured for use as a food source). 

Genetically modified crops produce more food or food with a greater nutritional value –
e.g. ‘golden rice’ produces a chemical that’s converted into vitamin A in the body.

Biotechnology

Glucose syrup

Fusarium fungus

Aerobic 
conditions Fungal 

biomass

Mycoprotein – used 
to make protein-rich 

food (suitable for 
vegetarians)

Harvesting and 

purification



Subject: Separate Sciences- Biology Term: 3 Topic: Food security and biotechnology

Week 5 Week 6
Exam technique

The basics:
1. The number of marks gives 

you an idea of how much to 
write

2. The space provided gives us 
an idea of how much to write

Food security – having enough food to feed a population. It is threatened by these six 
things:
1. Increasing birth rate
2. Changing diets in developed countries (meaning they take scarce food resources from 

other countries)
3. New pests and pathogens that affect crops and livestock
4. Environmental changes that affect farming (e.g. changes in rainfall patterns)
5. Cost of farming
6. Conflict

Food security threats

Food can be produces more efficiently by 
reducing the energy transferred from 
livestock to the environment, for example:
- By restricting movement
- By keeping animals in temperature-

controlled  environments

Increasing efficiency
Fish stocks are declining due to 
overfishing. We need to maintain stocks 
at a level where the fish continue to 
breed. This can be done by:
- Introducing fishing quotas
- Controlling net size

Overfishing

Biotechnology – where living things and biological processes are used and manipulated to 
produce a useful product. It can be used to produce food for the growing human 
population (e.g. microorganisms can be cultured for use as a food source). 

Genetically modified crops can produce more food or food with a greater nutritional value 
– e.g. ‘golden rice’ produces a chemical that’s converted into vitamin A in the body..

Biotechnology

Glucose syrup Aerobic 
conditions

Fungal 
biomass

Harvesting and 
purification

Mycoprotein –
used to make 

protein-rich food 
(suitable for 
vegetarians)

Fusarium fungus

+

This is a 3 mark question and all it is asking for is 3 correct one word answers
We know this because there is only a small amount of space to write. If there was more 
lines the examiner is looking for a more in-depth answer.
3. Don’t write in blank spaces – your papers are scanned and marked, if the examiner

can’t see it, it won’t be marked.
4. Write very clearly – examiners will give you 0 for any answers they cannot read quickly 

and easily.

Familiarise yourself with the command terms in questions

Read the question. Re-read the question and highlight key words and 
information that they have provided you with

6 mark question advice: for the 9-1 GCSE, bullet points are now 
acceptable, you will be marked on what you write and if it is correct or not. 

Given a graph or data? Then use it!

Questions with lots of information, often means you need to carry 
information from one question to the next. 

They may give you examples and information that you are unfamiliar with –
do not panic – there must be a link to something you know

You will be asked about core practicals and how to do them!



Subject: Trilogy Science- Physics Term: 3 Topic: Waves, sound waves and refraction

When waves travel through a medium, they transfer energy (and not matter). 
Frequency – number of complete waves passing a certain point each second. 
Period – amount of time it takes for a complete wave to pass a point. 

Wave Basics Week 1-2

Oscillations perpendicular (at 90°) to 
direction of energy transfer. 

3 types of transverse waves: 
1. Ripples in water
2. Electromagnetic waves (e.g. light)
3. Waves on a string

Transverse waves

Wave speed – speed at which a wave transfers energy (or speed the wave moves at). 
V = fλ

Where:
v = wave speed in m/s
f = frequency in hertz, Hz
λ = wavelength in m

The wave equation

Measuring the sound of speed

Amplitude – maximum displacement of 
a point on a wave from its rest position. 
Wavelength – amount of time it takes 
for a complete wave to pass a point

Oscillations parallel to direction energy 
transfer.

1 type of longitudinal wave: 
1. Sound waves

Longitudinal waves

Speaker attached to signal generator 

of specific frequency.

Move one microphone until waves line 
up. Distance between microphones is 

now equal to one wavelength. Use the wave equation to calculate speed

Refraction – when a wave change direction as it crosses a boundary between two 
materials at an angle to the normal. 

Refraction

Wave refracts

Slows down Wavelength decreases Bends towards normal

Speeds up Wavelength increases Bends away from normal



Subject: Trilogy Science- Physics Term: 3 Topic: EM Waves and Magnets

Week 3
EM waves are
• Transverse
• Transfer energy from source to absorber
• Travel at the same speed in air or a vacuum

The Electromagnetic (EM) Spectrum

Permanent magnet – produces its own magnetic field. A magnetic field;
- Is strongest at the poles
- Strength of the field decreases with distance from magnet
- Has lines that show directions force would act 

Magnetic field – the region where other magnets or magnetic 
materials experience a force.

Magnets

Uses of EM Waves
Radiation dose – measure of the 
risk of harm to body tissues due 
to exposure to radiation. It is 
measured in Sieverts.
Risk depends on:
- Size of dose
- Type of radiation

Types of radiation:
- UV: can prematurely age skin 

and increase the risk of skin 
cancer

- X-rays and gamma rays: can 
cause gene mutation and 
cancer

Dangers of EM Waves Like poles repel
Repulsion

Unlike poles attract
Attraction

Induced magnet – a magnetic material that turns into a magnet when it’s put into a 
magnetic field. 

Four magnetic materials are:
1. Iron
2. Steel
3. Nickel
4. Cobalt

When the induced magnet is moved away from the permanent magnet, it quickly loses all 
(or most) of its magnetism. 

Magnetic materials

S N S N
A permanent magnet and an induced magnet 

are always attracted to each other.



Subject: Trilogy Science- Physics Term: 3 Topic: Compasses, Electromagnetism and the motor effect

Week 4
Compass needles point in the direction of the magnetic field it’s in. 
When a compass isn’t near a magnet, its needle points North to 
line up with the Earth’s magnetic field.

Compasses

Two factors of the magnetic field strength depends on: 
1. Size of current
2. Distance from the wire

Current-Carrying Wire

Motor effect – when a magnet and a current-carrying conductor exert a force on each 
other. 
Three ways to increase the force:
1. Increase the current
2. Increase the magnetic field
3. Increase the length of the conductor

Force on a conductor

Electric motors

Twisting a wire into a solenoid increases the magnetic field strength around the wire. 

Magnetic fields of each turn of wire add together,. 
So magnetic field inside solenoid is strong and uniform. 

Electromagnet – is a solenoid with an iron core. It is a magnet that can be turned on and 
off. 

Solenoids and Magnetic fields

Direct current is passed 
through wire

Each side of the coil 
experiences opposite forces Coil rotates



Subject: Trilogy Science Term: Week 5-6 Topic: Revision

Energy changes Week 1
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 112-125

Rates of reaction Week 2
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 128-147

Organic chemistry Week 3
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 148-177

Chemical analysis Week 4
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 180-193

Chemistry of our atmosphere Week 5
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 194-205

Using our resources Week 6
BBC Bitesize
Free Science Lessons YouTube
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision
Kerboodle textbook: Pages 206-237

Required practical’s
Week 7Paper 1

Paper 2
Practical skills
Physics and math’s tutor
SharePoint Revision

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/chemistry/specifications/AQA-8462-SP-2016.PDF

Specification

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z34kgdm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HS6D0hTzdg&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX74bPfz0TGVVmyGYgMarWu
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/energy-changes/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/Em6AooZvw7BLr7sJxfHwwNYBxscLMMZKre3kTot15nu1RQ?e=wr94ia
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zs3gfcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkrBJ6-uGFA&list=PL9IouNCPbCxW8AN0t0py7LaKdKSwfL3fP
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/rate-and-extent-of-chemical-change/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EoTBegohT59KmkMV_7ziFPgBZBZBpPr1UAR97NC8vXah-Q?e=93bO1E
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztsyh39
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CX2IYWggEBc&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVDcgWiviYYWj0xKMPXTd8s
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/organic-chemistry/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EokQMQHBd4hNmuEsQlWTvSoBV2o161x0ajTzt-PZa5IRyA?e=vxfeyA
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z2tpmsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oJxWwcnfJY&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXlBeaxebOG5yf_pGrxzOyR
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/chemical-analysis/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EpYhFWPmuTtJuRS-8tY0QQAB7aZ7Kf2sXx_H61XfYIHYyQ?e=fGRnzT
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zw2xjty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1Z3GlNldLA&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVv0kvofC7GTUcqhUBddgWL
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/chemistry-of-atmosphere/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EplKpocPP6JMlggKqOYkSdUBcEiEITwNDfASMB9NNyamGQ?e=gZOCXm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9wqk2p
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1UQnUQR0tTo&list=PL9IouNCPbCxVQ-jFybEAnf4D8Naid7qsx
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/using-resources/
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/EjUnTeYll_NEoFr26TJYDlEB_4vINhwrH4BkJ_FfHrmq2w?e=UeXUix
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GH95172Js8&list=PL9IouNCPbCxX8QpFbntg415HVIvVDHjx_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5p06i9ilmo&list=PL9IouNCPbCxXKTl-z8CR2MOynxfJwB4h-
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zg98rwx
https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/chemistry-revision/gcse-aqa/practical-skills
https://woottonparkschool.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/GCSESciencerevision/Er10CY4JNXdDhc-CIvN-O8cB2HPgPyXNyeQ0GPPjwAvaGw?e=Kmi7bf
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/chemistry/specifications/AQA-8462-SP-2016.PDF


Subject: Geography Term: 3 Topic: Physical Geography of the UK

Week- 2 What are constructive 
waves?
What are Constructive waves?
Constructive waves build beaches. These waves are more common in 
summer than in winter. Constructive waves are mainly found in calmer 
weather conditions when less energy is being transferred to the water. Each 
wave is low. As the wave breaks it carries material up the beach in its swash. 
The beach material will then be deposited as the backwash soaks into the 
sand or slowly drains away. When the next wave breaks its swash will deposit
more material without it being ‘captured’ by the backwash of the preceding 
wave. Constructive waves have a long wavelength and a low-frequency (8–10 
waves per minute). They have a  low wave height (typically under 1 metre). 
The wavefront is gently sloping and gains a little height, breaks and spills 
onto the beach.  Water spreads a long way up the gently sloping beach.
Constructive waves are typically found in sheltered bays and spits where they 
build up sandy beaches
Watch some constructive waves here https://youtu.be/ghAHQyP0NRI

Week 1- Physical Geography of the UK

Physical Geography of the UK
The UK has some of the most diverse environments for its size. The physical 
geography of the UK was formed through geological, fluvial, glacial, erosional 
and tectonic processes.
The majority of the UK’s upland areas are located in the north and west of 
the country. These areas are mainly formed from igneous (volcanic) and 
metamorphic rock. Lowlands are typically found around the coast and in the 
south and east. These areas are mainly made up of sedimentary rock.
Rivers
The UK consists of a number of river basins. These are large areas of land 
drained by a river and its tributaries. At 220 miles the longest river in the UK 
is the River Severn.

https://youtu.be/ghAHQyP0NRI


Subject: Geography Term: 3 Topic: Physical Geography of the UK

Week 3: What is chemical and 
mechanical weathering?

What is weathering?
Weathering is the break down of rock in-situ by the action of rainwater, extremes of 
temperature, and biological activity.
Mechanical weathering is the breakdown of rock without changing its chemical 
composition. This means the rock breaks up without its chemical makeup changing. 
Freeze-thaw weathering is the main type of mechanical weathering that affects coasts.
Freeze-thaw weathering occurs when rocks are porous (contain holes) or permeable 
(allow water to pass through). Water enters the rock and freezes. The ice expands by 
around 9%. This causes pressure on the rock until it cracks. Repeated freeze-thaw can 
cause the rock to break up.
Recently weathered rock can be seen at the foot of chalk and limestone cliffs and is easily 
identified because it is angular. Over time it will become smoother, forming peddles and 
then eventually sand.
Salt weathering is when salt spray from the sea gets into a crack in a rock. It may 
evaporate and crystallise, putting pressure on the surrounding rock and weakening the 
structure.
Chemical weathering is the breakdown of rock through changing its chemical 
composition. When rainwater hits rock it decomposes it or eats it away. This is known as 
carbonation. This occurs when slightly acidic (carbonic) rain or sea water comes into 
contact with sedimentary rock, such as limestone or chalk, it causes it to dissolve. A 
chemical reaction occurs between the acidic water and the calcium carbonate and forms 
calcium bicarbonate. This is soluble and is carried away in solution. Carbonation 
weathering occurs in warm, wet conditions.

Hydrolysis is when acidic rainwater breaks down the rock, causing it to rot.

Oxidation is when rocks are broken down by oxygen and water.

Weathering weakens cliffs and this then speeds up rates of erosion.

What are destructive waves?
Destructive waves are usually found in more exposed bays, where 
they build pebble beaches. Although a destructive wave’s swash is 
much stronger than that of a constructive wave, its swash is much 
weaker than its backwash. This means that these waves can 
transport beach material back into the sea and lower the height of 
beaches in winter.
Destructive waves destroy beaches. The waves are usually very 
high, have a short wavelength and are very frequent. The wave has 
a steep front and is typically over 1 metre high. The backwash has 
less time to soak into the sand. As waves continue to hit 
the beach there is more running water to transport the material 
out to sea. As the wave approaches the beach it gains height and 
plunges onto a steep beach so does not travel far up the up it. The 
force generated by a breaking destructive wave can also erode 
a headland.
They are more common in winter than in summer.

Week 2 What are destructive waves?:



Subject: Geography Term: 3 Topic: Physical Geography of the UK

Coastal erosion is the wearing away of the land by the sea often 
involves destructive waves wearing away the coast (though constructive waves also 
contribute to coastal erosion).
What are the processes of coastal erosion?
There are four main processes of coastal erosion. These are corrosion, abrasion, 
hydraulic action and attrition.
Waves hitting the base of a cliff causes air to be compressed in cracks, joints and 
folds causing repeated changes in air pressure. As air rushes out of the cliff when 
the wave retreats it leads to an explosive effect as pressure is released. This 
process is supported further by the weakening effect of weathering. The material 
breaks off cliffs, sometimes in huge chunks. This process is known as hydraulic 
action.
Attrition is when waves cause rocks and pebbles to bump into each other and 
break up.
Abrasion occurs as breaking waves, concentrated between the high and low 
watermarks, which contain sand and larger fragments wear away the base of a cliff 
or headland. It is commonly known as the sandpaper effect. This process is 
particularly common in high-energy storm conditions.
What factors affect the rate of coastal erosion?
Coastal erosion is most significant when:
• waves have a large fetch, e.g. the south-west coast has an 8000 kilometre 

fetch across the Atlantic Ocean; 
• strong winds blow for a long time creating destructive waves; 
• an area of coastline has no beach to buffer the waves;
• the cliff material is soft, e.g. soft boulder clay along the Holderness Coast 

means it experiences the highest rate of erosion in Europe;
• cliffs made from rock have many joints; 
• a headland sticks out into the sea and waves converge on it (wave refraction).

Week 5- What is coastal erosion?

.

Week 4- What is mass movement?

What is Mass Movement?
Mass Movement is the downhill movement of cliff material under the influence of 
gravity. There are a range of different types of mass movement.
Slumping/rotational slip
Cliffs formed from boulder clay, material deposited by glacial periods, are 
susceptible to high rates of coastal erosion. The Holderness Coast is an example of a 
coastline formed from boulder clay and is the fastest eroding coastline in Europe. 
The soft boulder clay is quickly eroded through hydraulic action and abrasion. 
However, this is not the only way it is being eroded. Sub-aerial processes, such as 
rainfall, also cause erosion. This often happens where layers of boulder clay, left 
behind by melting glaciers, become saturated and cause the cliff to slump. The 
debris on the beach is then eroded by the sea leaving the cliff exposed once more.
Landslides
In areas of more resistant cliff material erosion is greatest when waves break at the 
foot of a cliff. This causes erosion at the base of the cliff. This creates a wave-cut 
notch in the base of the cliff. As the notch increases in size, the weight of the cliffs 
above become too much to support which leads to a landslide. This material will 
provide temporary protection for the cliff behind. However, once it has been 
removed by the sea this process will occur again. Where cliffs are made of more 
resistant material, wave-cut platforms will be created.

Rockfall
A rockfall involves fragments of rock breaking away 
from the cliff face, often due to freeze-thaw 
weathering. 
Mudslides
Mudslides occur when saturated soil and weak rock 
flows down a slope. These typically occur where cliffs 
are made up of boulder clay.



Subject: Geography Term: 3 Topic: Physical Geography of the UK

What is coastal deposition?
Deposition is when material that is being transported is dropped by constructive 
waves. It happens because waves have less energy.
Deposition happens when the swash is stronger than the backwash and is 
associated with constructive waves.
So, where does deposition happen?
Deposition is likely to occur when:
• waves enter an area of shallow water;
• waves enter a sheltered area, eg a cove or bay;
• there is little wind;
• a river or estuary flows into the sea reducing wave energy;
• there is a good supply of material and the amount of material being 

transported is greater than the wave energy can transport.
Beaches
The beach is the area between the lowest spring tide level and the point reached 
by the storm waves in the highest tides. Every beach is different but they are 
usually made up of material deposited on a wave-cut platform. Beaches are 
formed from sand, sand and shingle or pebbles. They can also be formed from 
mud and silt.
A sandy beach is usually formed in a sheltered bays, where low energy, 
constructive waves transport material onto the shore. The swash is stronger than 
the backwash, so the material is moved up the beach. Below is an image of a sandy 
beach forming in a sheltered bay.

Week 7- What is coastal deposition?

.

Week 6- What is longshore drift??

Longshore drift is the movement of material along the shore by wave 
action. It happens when waves approach the beach at an angle. 
The swash (waves moving up the beach) carries material up and along 
the beach. The backwash (waves moving back down the beach) carries 
material back down the beach at right angles. This is the result of 
gravity. This process slowly moves material along the beach and 
provides a link between erosion and deposition.
Longshore drift contributes towards the formation of a range of 
depositional landforms such as spits and onshore bars. Spurn Point is a 
coastal spit formed by the transportation of coastal sediment by 
longshore drift along the Holderness Coast. This material is then 
deposited at the mouth of the Humber Estuary.



Subject: History Term: 3 Topic: America – Experiences of Depression and New Deal (KQ2)

Week 4-6

. 

Week 1-3
Key question 1: What was American society like during the Depression? 

During the 1920s, many of Americans played the stock market. This meant that share prices rose and 
banks would be willing to lend people more money. 
This caused a problem:
- American factories were overproducing and profits began to fall
- Companies struggled to sell good abroad
In September 1929, many people started to sell their shares as they were concerned about whether the 
‘boom’ situation would last – the market collapsed and banks went bankrupt (Black Thursday)!
Impact:
Shareholders: They lost a lot of cash. Many faced homelessness as they struggled to pay rent.
Factory workers: Many lost their jobs. Many lose their savings as banks went bankrupt. 
Factory owners: They struggled to sell their goods as less people had cash to buy products (under 
consumption)
Bank managers: Many lost their jobs when banks went bankrupt.
The very rich: Many have to sack staff and reconsider spending. They have property to fall back on.
Farmers: Many faced losing their farms and sacking their workers. 
Overall there were violence, protests, camps for the homeless (Hooverville) and breadlines. 

Key question 2: How effective was the New Deal?
Franklin D Roosevelt (FDR, a Democrat) won the 1932 election and promised America a ‘New Deal’ out 
of the Depression. 
Changes:
1. Emergency Banking Act to help the banks/ cash flow in the US
2. Economy Act, which cut public spending 
3. Beer Act, which made it legal to buy and sell alcohol again
There was also help for farmers, industry and workers, unemployed and homeless people.

However there was also opposition to the New Deal, for example:
1. The rich did not like the tax increases
2. Business people did not like the changes to employment law
3. Republicans complained that the New Deal was ruling peoples lives and FDR was a dictator!
Overall the New Deal created jobs and for some groups, e.g. Native Americans, life improved. However, 
most Americans were poor throughout the 1930s. 
Popular culture (books, music, movies etc) also did quite well in the 1930s and FDR was keen to support 
the Arts. 

Key question 3: What was the impact of WW2? 

American had followed a policy of Isolationism in the 1920s. This came to an end when the 
war broke out in 1939 and American sold weapons to Britain and France. America entered 
the war in 1941 after the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbour. 
- The Neutrality Act from 1935 had banned the sale of weapons so far
- The Cash and Carry Plan from 1939 allowed Britain and France to buy weapons from the 

US. This created jobs. 
- In 1941, FDR agreed the Lend Lease Deal with Britain for weapons. 

Impact of war: 
- America set a target of building weapons at a record rate. 
- Unemployment dropped due to rearmament
- War changed the role of women with many now working in stereotypically male jobs
- African-Americans first faced discrimination in the forces, however this broke down after 

while. 

Overall, America financially benefitted from the war. People also trusted that the 
government could solve ‘big issues’.

Further reading and research:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62DxELjuRec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7IP2qL0gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0tPZoPWgBI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxy3k2p/revision/8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62DxELjuRec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv7IP2qL0gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c0tPZoPWgBI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zxy3k2p/revision/8


Subject: Spanish Term: 3 & 4 Topic: Hacia un mundo mejor – Towards a better world (GCSE Theme 2)

Term 3 Week 3 & 4 -

. 

Term 3 Week 1 & 2 -
• Describing different sorts of houses.
• Saying where you live and comparing different cultural living styles

• Using prepositions, describing rooms in houses and furniture
• Recapping content from Y7

• Talking about world problems with the environment
• Talking about what you do to help the environmentThis is CORE 

vocabulary for this 
topic.

This is CORE 
vocabulary for this 
topic.

Make sure you practise to be 
able to use and recognise the 
vocab. Practise using ‘look, 
cover, write, check’. Add other 
things you may wish to say to 
your lists – of furniture, rooms, 
materials etc.  

• Using the ‘I’ and ‘We’ forms of 
the verb

• Using infinitive structures, 
imperative forms and the 
conditional

ALL MODULE 
8 VOCAB -
Quizlet Link

https://quizlet.com/gb/550722848/viva-gcse-module-8-flash-cards/


Term 4 Week 1 & 2 -

. 

Term 3 Week 5 & 6 -
• Talking about other global problems and social issues
• Discussing cultural approaches
• Talking about healthy living, drugs, crime, obesity, smoking, poverty, hunger, racism, 

inequality… Giving and understanding viewpoints

This is CORE 
vocabulary for this 
topic.

• Discussing problems and injustices in the past tense
• Saying future solutions and responses.
• Using tenses together
• Using complex features – si fuera ministro haría… (if I were the minister I would do…)

This is CORE 
vocabulary for this 
topic.

Subject: Spanish Term: 3 & 4 Topic: Hacia un mundo mejor – Towards a better world (GCSE Theme 2)

• Discussing a range of problems
• Using specific topic related vocab
• Giving solutions
• Using modal verbs – se puede (you can), se 

debe (you must), no se debe (you must not), 
se debería (you should)…

• Using and understanding facts and figures
• Practising comprehension skills of authentic materials including news reports, articles and 

broadcasts
• Reading and listening for gist and detail.
• Talking about charity work and social justice.



Term 4 Week 5 & 6 -

. 

Term 4 Week 3 & 4 -
This is CORE 
vocabulary for this 
topic.

• Talking about healthy living and eating
• Discussing different diets
• Revising foods
• Understanding authentic materials – articles, recipes etc. 

This is CORE 
vocabulary for this 
topic.

Subject: Spanish Term: 3 & 4 Topic: Hacia un mundo mejor – Towards a better world (GCSE Theme 2)

• Making recommendations
• Giving and understanding advice
• Talking about illnesses and revising 

body parts – adding to knowledge from 
other modules.

• Giving and understanding different viewpoints 
• Discussing drugs, smoking and alcohol
• Talking about mistakes
• Talking about healthy future plans
• Understanding news reports

• Explaining advantages and 
disadvantages – talking about 
positive and negative 

• Discussing reasons for choices
• Understanding cultural 

approaches



Term 4 Week 5 & 6 -

This is CORE 
vocabulary for this 
topic.

• Talking about the Olympics.
• Discussing benefits and disadvantages of international events.
• Talking about charity and helping others. 

• Discussing authentic articles and reports
• Giving developed opinions
• Discussing the state of the world and understanding political opinions

We will also be revising ALL topic areas each week using the 
‘3rd Hour’ – focusing on exam skills.

We will complete practice papers and past papers and 
advise ongoing CONSISTENT & SYSTEMATIC revision of 
vocabulary.

Use: ActiveLearn – do any listenings and readings – you 
have access to Viva 1 (Y7), Viva 2 (Y8), Viva 3 (Y9) and Viva 
GCSE. 
BBC Bitesize, Seneca, Linguascope are all also useful. 

QUIZLET links for vocab practice:
Module 1 - Holidays
Module 2 - School
Module 3 - Family, friends, free time & tech
Module 4 - free time, sport and hobbies
Module 5 - My town
Module 6 - Food, Drink, Culture and Festivals 
Module 7 - Jobs and future plans
Module 8 - Social Problems, Environment & Wider World

Subject: Spanish Term: 3 & 4 Topic: Hacia un mundo mejor – Towards a better world (GCSE Theme 2)

https://quizlet.com/gb/547097089/viva-gcse-module-1-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/343301783/viva-gcse-module-2-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/554774516/viva-gcse-module-3-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/554774640/viva-gcse-module-4-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/554775780/viva-gcse-module-5-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/550721977/viva-gcse-module-6-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/549970898/viva-gcse-module-7-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/gb/549971433/viva-gcse-module-8-flash-cards/


Subject: Business Studies Term: 3 Topic: Making operational decisions

Week 2 – Business Operations and 
technology

Week 1 – Business operations and production

Operations is the business function that organises, produces and delivers the goods and services 
produced or provided by a business. It is the function that transforms input resources in to finished 
goods or services.

The Production Process 
This is how a business uses their resources to produce goods and services. It involves the following 
steps:

1. Design 2. Manufacture
3. Assembly 4. Testing
5. Control 6. Delivery to customer

Use of technology used in businesses production processes include:

CAD Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Geographically Positioning System Electronic Point of Sale
3D printing E-commerce

Productivity – is output per worker. It measures 
how much each worker producer. 
Increasing productivity leads to better 
competitiveness. This can be done by reducing 
costs or increasing productivity.

Production and competitive advantage: 
Operations is linked to productivity, quality 
and cost. By keeping costs low and quality 
and productivity high unit cost is decreased!
Quality = less wastage
Productivity = more units produced

Economies of Scale
When unit costs decrease as production 
volumes increase.
This is because the fixed costs are spread 
across more units.

The Benefits of Technology on Operations
 Keeps business in touch with customers
 Lowers costs
 Speeds up production
 Means less mistakes and errors are 

made

The drawbacks of Technology on Operations:

 High initial costs
 Can become obsolete
 Requires employees to be trained to use 

new equipment

Cost Productivity
Flexibility Quality
These are all factors that influence how a 
business can use technology



Week 4 – Suppliers and procurementWeek 3 – Managing stock 

Subject: Business Studies Term: 3 Topic: Making operational decisions

Managing stock is about 
managing the materials that 
a business owns in the most 
effective way

Choosing a supplier is an important decision. A business will need to consider:
- Cost - reliability -customer relations - flexibility 

Businesses may use one or they may use many suppliers. With one supplier they are 
able to develop a strong relationship which may mean discounts. Using many 
suppliers will spread risk of supply chain disruption.The maximum stock 

level is the most stock 
they can hold

Buffer stock is also 
known as the minimum 
stock level – it is a 
safety net in the case 
they have a surge in 
demand How do suppliers and logistics 

impact businesses?

Just in Time Stock Control
JIT is stock management system that has 
stock delivered.
It minimises storage costs
Relationships with suppliers must be good 
for it to work

The reorder level is the 
level of stock which will be 
ordered by the business.

The lead time is how long it 
takes for new stock to 
arrive

Benefits of holding stock
 Damaged goods can replacing 
 Supply chain problems are minimised
 Unplanned increase in demand can be 

met
 Businesses might receive discounts for 

bulk buying

Benefits of having little stock:
Cost saved due to less storage
Less choice of stock being damaged or 
stolen
Can reduce costs of production which 
impacts unit cost
Employees can do other tasks rather than 
managing stock

Good suppliers usually:
-offer flexible deliver
- Are reliable
- Have high quality
- Are a good price
- Give discounts for 

large order 
(economies of scale)

 If they are timely this can 
increase reputation

X Late deliver can delay production

X Poor quality can lead to 
dissatisfied customers and returned 
products which increases unit costs 

X If a supplier delivers direct to 
customers there is a risk that 
quality can be compromised or 
delivery not reliable 

 Flexible suppliers meet customer 
demand more easily

 Securing good contracts can help 
a business achieve economies of 
scale



Week 6 – Customer Service and 
the sales process

. 

Week 5 – Managing Quality

Subject: Business Studies Term: 3 Topic: Making operational decisions

Quality can be managed through: 
- Quality control - Quality assurance

Quality Control = quality is checked at the end of the process and the product has 
already been made. Items with defects are wasted

Quality assurance – quality is assessed at every stage of the production process. 
Everyone is responsible for quality in order to reduce defects overall

Customer service has grown in importance due to the competitive nature of many 
markets

Why is good quality beneficial?

 It creates a good brand image and 
reputation

 It can be a way of differentiating
 A premium price can be charges
 It can meet customer needs and 

provides a competitive advantage
 It ensures there is less waste which 

lowers unit costs!

How can a business quality assure?

- Everyone focuses on quality in every 
process

- Customers and suppliers are involved at 
the design stage

- Meet a quality standard e.g. ISO 9000
- Managers ensure there are systems in 

place to quality assure
- Aim for 0 defects

Good customer service leads to:

 Loyal, repeat customers who have high levels 
of satisfaction

 Good word of mouth promotion due to this 
satisfaction

 Positive brand image and reputation
 Increased sales due to repeat purchases
 A competitive advantage as your product is 

differentiated

Poor Customer service can lead 
to:
 Poor brand image
 Low customer loyalty
 Bad word of moth
 Falling sales 
 A lack of competitive 

advantage due to little 
differentiation

The sales process identifies the key 
stages of buying a product e.g.

Customer interest
Speed and efficiency of delivery 
Customer engagement
Post-sales service
Loyal Customer
Repeat purchase

Businesses need to consider:

How do they get the customers attention?
How do they respond promptly?
How do they build and maintain relationships?
How do they ensure long-term customer satisfaction?
What can they do to ensure customers continue to buy from them?

Factors affecting the sales process

Some processes are short e.g. buying food from a 
shop. Others are much more lengthy e.g. 
purchasing a house

This is affected by:

-Product knowledge of sales staff
- Speed of the service
- Customer engagement
- Response to customer feedback
- The post-sales service provided

Benefits and drawbacks of quality control

Benefit Cost

Reduces chance of poor quality products 
reaching end users Faults only found at the end of production

Only some employees need to be trained as 
inspectors to look for faults High wastage costs

Reworking faulty products costs time and 
money



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Work of others 

Work of others Week 1 -



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Manufacturing 

Manufacturing  Week 2

MManufacturing

Joining Materials  
• Permanent and Temporary
• Wood Joints 
• Scale of Production
• Adhesives 

Materials
Woods 
Engineered Boards 
Plastics 
Metals 
Composite Materials 

Tools 

Surface Finishing



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Materials & Working Properties 

Natural & Manufactured Boards   Week 3 

M
Natural & 

Manufactured Boards 

Woods – Man-made   
• MDF
• Chipboard
• Plywood
• Hardwood

Hardwoods
• Oak
• Mahogany
• Beech
• Ash 

Softwood
• Pine

Plastics 
• Acrylic
• Polypropylene
• HIPs
• LDPE
• HDPE
• Urea Formaldehyde

Material Properties 
• Strength
• Elasticity
• Ductility
• Malleability
• Hardness
• Toughness

Metals 
• Aluminum
• Mild Steel
• Stainless Steel
• Cast Iron 
• Copper
• Brass

Composites 
• Carbon Fibre
• GRP Fibreglass



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Materials & Working Properties 

Natural & Manufactured Boards   Week 4 



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices 

Mechanical Devices    Week 5 

MMechanical Devices 

Types of motion 
• Linear
• Oscillating 
• Rotary 
• Reciprocating

Levers 
• Class One
• Class Two
• Class Three

Linkages 
• Reverse motion Linkage
• Parallel Motion
• Bell Crank 
• Crank and Slider
• Treadle 

Working out
• How to work out a levers distance of travel
• How to work out the mechanical advantage



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices 

Mechanical Devices    Week 6 

MMechanical Devices 

Forces and Stresses 
• Tension 
• Compression 
• Bending 
• Torsion 
• Shear 

The modifications of properties
• Seasoning 
• Annealing
• Addition of stabilisers 

Improving functionality of materials
• Lamination 
• Bending / Folding 
• Webbing
• Fabric interfacing



Subject: Design and Technology Term:3 Topic: Energy, Materials, Systems and Devices 

Energy Generations and Storage Week 7 

MEnergy Generations
& Storage  

Energy Types
Non-renewable
• Fossil Fuels 

Renewable  
• Biomass Energy
• Nuclear Energy
• Wind Energy 
• Solar Energy 
• Tidal Energy 
• Hydroelectricity
• Batteries

-Alkaline 
-Rechargeable



Subject: Drama Term: 3 Topic: Component 3

Component 3

Examined Performance for Component 3

Theatrical Skills
• Learn how to commit dialogue to memory for devised performances and/or learn text 

they are performing for text-based performances 
• Develop the ability to interpret and/or create and perform a character as appropriate 

to the demands of the performance 
• Develop a range of vocal skills and techniques eg clarity of diction, inflection, accent, 

intonation and phrasing; pace, pause and timing; projection, pitch; emotional range; 
song and/or choral speaking 

• Develop a range of physical skills and techniques eg movement, body language, 
posture, gesture, gait, co-ordination, stillness, timing, control; facial expression; eye 
contact, listening, expression of mood; spatial awareness; interaction with other 
performers; dance and choral movement 

• Develop an appropriate performer/audience relationship and ensure sustained 
engagement throughout the performance 

• Adopt the latest safe working practices

Dig Deeper Questions
• How could you communicate subtle changes in a character?             
• Why is blocking an important part of the ‘page to stage’ process?
• How might environmental given circumstances influence your use of space?                                          

Why are proxemics so important when creating meaning?
• How might you as an actor use given circumstances to craft your character?
• What do you think is the most important part of the ‘page to stage’ process?
• What makes a successful, scripted performance?
• Why is it important to research the historical, political and social context of the play?
• Why is it important to skim read the whole play, even though you are only 

performing two extracts?

Text In Practice

Text In Practice Component 3

Given Circumstances: Everything that the script tells you. The ‘world’ of the play – the 
things that make the play that play and not a different play.

Environmental – Geographic location (inc. climate), date, year, season, time of day. Also 
includes the economic environment: the character’s relationship to wealth or poverty, 
and the class of the character in relationship to the society in which they live. 

Previous Action - Any action mentioned in the play’s dialogue that reveals any incident or 
action that took place before the current action of the play/scene began. Often called, 
‘exposition’. 

Polar Opposition/Attitude - Beliefs held by a character that are in direct opposition to the 
world in which the character lives. This opposition creates conflict. Conflict creates 
dramatic action. 

Spatial Awareness: The ability to see yourself (in relation to other actors/set) in the stage 
space to create a specific effect.

Proxemics: The use of space/distance to communicate relationship.

Script: The entire play written down. Scripts include all the dialogue that the characters 
speak, stage directions and a 
brief overview of the setting.

Blocking: Planning your positioning and movement around the stage, including entrances 
and exits.



Subject: Drama Term: 3 Topic: Component 2 and 3

Text In Practice

Text In Practice Component 3

Examined Performance for Component 3
Learners who have chosen performing as a specialism are expected to: 
• learn how to commit dialogue to memory for devised performances and/or learn text 
they are performing for text-based performances 
• develop the ability to interpret and/or create and perform a character as appropriate to 
the demands of the performance 
• develop a range of vocal skills and techniques eg clarity of diction, inflection, accent, 
intonation and phrasing; pace, pause and timing; projection, pitch; emotional range; song 
and/or choral speaking 
• develop a range of physical skills and techniques eg movement, body language, posture, 
gesture, gait, co-ordination, stillness, timing, control; facial expression; eye contact, 
listening, expression of mood; spatial awareness; interaction with other performers; dance 
and choral movement 
• develop an appropriate performer/audience relationship and ensure sustained 
engagement throughout the performance 
• adopt the latest safe working practices.

Learners who have chosen lighting design as a specialism are expected to: 
• learn how to design and realise lighting that contributes positively to the overall effect of 
the performance and communicates intended meaning for an audience 
• develop the ability to design and realise lighting capable of establishing the location, time 
and/or to enhance mood or atmosphere 
• develop the ability to design and realise a range of lighting effects eg through the use of 
colour, gobos, gels, filters, gauzes, projections and lighting states through intensity, fading 
and cross-fading, blackout, shadow, directional lighting 
• develop the ability to select the appropriate equipment and determine its position in 
order to realise the intended design eg choice of lanterns and lamps – profile, Fresnel, 
flood, moving light, birdies, strobes; rigged, floor and side lights; angle and focus of lanterns 
• develop an understanding of how to apply rigging, positioning, angling and focusing 
• adopt the latest safe working practices. 

Component 3



Subject: Fine Art Term: 3 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO1

AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating 
critical understanding of sources. A relevant mood board of 

ideas

A relevant mind map of ideas

At least 3 artist pages (A3)

An artist essay for each artist 
studied

Copies of artists’ work

Annotation to explain your 
ideas

Check List
The portfolio is made up of preparatory studies leading to a fully resolved 

response, or group of responses. The portfolio represents 100% of the final mark.

Assessment Objective 1 is about developing ideas from a starting 
point to a final piece. This is done through mind-mapping, sketches 
and studies related to the work of other artists.

You need to analyse and understand these contextual sources, and 
develop your ideas in a personal way. Don't just state facts that you 
have found out. Relate what you have found out to your own ideas 
and experience.

Make sure you clearly annotate what is your work and 
what comes from other sources



Subject: Fine Art Term: 3 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO2

. 

AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with 
appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

Assessment Objective 2 is about refining your ideas through selecting 
and experimenting with appropriate resources, media, materials, 
techniques and processes.

Your choice of resources should be linked to your understanding of the 
media and materials used by artists and designers. Practical experience 
and experimentation will help you understand the possibilities of 
various media and develop your technical skills.

You don't have to use all the different ideas and methods that you have 
explored, but your final work should be developed from or link with 
your studies in different media. It is important to show that you have 
experimented with processes and techniques, so you should present 
your samples and studies carefully in your workbook, journal or on 
mounted sheets.

You should make it clear how and why you have selected and used 
particular materials and working methods. For example, you could 
present examples of artists' work alongside your own studies. You could 
explain the connection in written annotations.

.

Experiments with your observation
studies, in the style of your artists

3 designs in the styles of your artists

Annotation of your work

Check List

Presenting your own 
work alongside that of 
inspirational artists and 

designers can help 
explain your visual 

choices



Subject: Fine Art Term: 3 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO3

. 

AO3:Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as 
work progresses
Assessment Objective 3 is about recording your 
ideas, observations and insights. These can be 
visual, written and in other forms.

You should work from a range of experiences 
and stimulus materials, as each of these could 
lead you to different ways of developing your 
ideas. You should reflect upon your work, and 
consider what you have achieved at each stage 
and what you will do next.

Evidence of your understanding and intentions 
can be shown by the ways you use media, 
materials and processes, as well as in the ways 
that you develop your ideas, skills and 
techniques.

You should demonstrate that you have reflected 
on how you developed your ideas. This should 
be based on your selection of media, sources 
and contextual material. You need to show you 
have understood the formal elements in your 
own work and that of others. You should also 
consider how you could develop your ideas 
further on the set brief or theme.

. Secondary resources 
(internet/ magazines etc.)

Primary resources (your own 
photos)

Observation studies

- tonal/ biro

- Colour pencil

- Water colour

- Other (acrylic/ ink/ oil pastel 
act)

Annotation of your work

Check List



Subject: Fine Art Term: 3 Topic: Personal Investigation

AO4

. 

AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises 
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.

Assessment Objective 4 is about presenting a personal, informed and 
meaningful response, from your initial research through to the final 
piece. You need to demonstrate analytical and critical understanding 
as you respond to your theme.

You must show that you have understood the theme, and that you 
have an understanding of the way artists, designers or craftspeople 
work. You need to demonstrate this understanding in your research 
and development studies, as well as in your final piece.

To make a meaningful response it is important to demonstrate that 
you have selected suitable source material and media. You need to 
make connections between your work and suitable contextual 
sources. You should record your ideas as you develop them into a 
completed final piece.

Organise your projects so that the development of your ideas and the 
connections between all the elements of your work are made clear. 
There should be a visual 'journey' from your starting point through to 
your final piece that demonstrates your understanding of your 
particular area(s) of art and design.

.

Check List

Experiments with your observation
studies, in the style of your artists

3 designs in the styles of your artists

1 final design idea (a small scaled 
version of what you hope your final 
piece will look like)

Annotation of your work

Showing clear links between your starting point, sources and 
final piece will help show how successful your project has been

Your work needs to be personal, so make sure you explain what 
the theme or other starting point means to you, and show how 
you have developed your own individual visual language



Subject: Fine Art Term: 3 Topic: Personal Investigation

Annotation

. 

AO2: Annotating your work, ideas and concepts

Annotations are written explanations or critical comments 
added to art or design work that record and communicate 
your thoughts.

• analyse the work of an inspirational artist or designer
• record a technique
• record ideas
• explain the thinking behind an idea
• analyse the success of a technique, idea or composition
• explain how a particular artist or designer’s style or 

technique has influenced your work

To annotate your work successfully, you should explain:

• what you have done and why you did it
• how you did it, such as the media and techniques used
• why you chose a particular medium or technique
• how an artwork or design fits in with your project
• what aspects you like
• how you could improve the work
• what you think you will do next

Annotations can be used for your own reference, eg 
to make a note of how you achieved a technique, or 
to record an idea you might like to try later.
They can also be used to communicate information to 
the examiner that will help explain your thoughts and 
decision-making processes.
Using annotations can demonstrate evidence of 
planning, decision-making and problem-solving 
ability, which will all contribute towards your 
assessment. Carefully placed annotation can complement your visual work as well 

as explaining it



Subject: Fine Art Term: 3 Topic: Personal Investigation

Annotation

. 

AO2: Annotating your work, ideas and concepts: Vocabulary

Using the correct vocabulary in your annotation will show that you 
are developing your knowledge, understanding and skills. Think 
about using key terms, such as:

Subject –
• what is shown in the artwork?
• who is it a portrait of?
• what objects are in a still life?
• what is your natural or built environment?

Composition –
• how are the elements of the work arranged?
• are they close together or far apart?
• what is the overall shape of the composition?
• what viewpoint is it shown from?

Foreground and background –
• which elements appear close up or further away?

Visual elements –
- how are line, shape, colour, tone, form, texture and pattern used?

Think carefully about how your annotation looks. It should add to your 
work and not distract from it.
Make sure handwritten annotation is easy to read. If your handwriting is 
messy you might be better printing your notes.
If you want to print notes you should use a font that complements your 
images.
Don't feel you have to write in full sentences. Noting key words or 
phrases can be just as effective.

Short, simple notes using correct vocabulary can give a clear idea of your 
understanding and knowledge

Annotations can be added to artwork using 
a variety of formats:

• Writing them next to work produced in a 
sketchbook

• Writing on tags or post it notes
• Writing them on separate presentation 

sheets
• taking photographs of the work at 

different stages and tagging the images 
with comments



Subject: Health and Social Care Term: 3 Topic: Learning Aim C Health and Wellbeing

Week 2 – Setting Targets 

. 

Week 1 – Health and Wellbeing Improvement 
Plans 

Exam Practice



Subject: Health and Social Care Term: 3 Topic: Learning Aim C Health and Wellbeing

Week 4 – Obstacles   

. 

Week 3 – Sources of Support 

Obstacle Ways of Overcoming

Lack of motivation • Reminding them of the benefits
• Choosing things they enjoy
• Having a variety of strategies
• Building in rewards

Low self-esteem • Focusing on the plan and rewarding self for effort
• Getting family and friends to encourage and praise

Acceptance • Support from family and friends to recognize
• Information on the consequences of not following plan

Time constraints • Adapting to work life e.g taking stairs instead of lift, exercising at desk
• Involve the family e.g bike rides

Availability of 
resources (e.g 
financial)

• NHS website ‘get fit for free’
• Choose free activities in the community
• Use initiative e.g if you don’t have scales weigh food in cups

Unachievable 
target

Needs to be 
• Not too ambitious
• Appropriate
• Understandable to the person
• The correct time scale
• A task they feel isn’t too big

Lack of support • Explain to family and get them to join in
• Ask people to take temptation away
• Avoid tempting situations

Individual issues 
such as disability
or addiction

• Help individuals to understand their plan
• Make a plan that suits their needs
• Adapt the plan to help with behaviours that cause addictions

Barriers to 
accessing services 

• Physical
• Psychological
• Financial
• Cultural and language
• Resource
• Geographical



Subject: Health and Social Care Term: 3 Topic: Learning Aim C Health and Wellbeing

Week 5 & 6 – Revision for Exam  



Subject: iMedia Term: 3 Topic: RO81 Revision Activities

Week 2 – File Format

. 

Week 1 – Pre-Production
Mind mapping – There are multiple steps which can be used in order to create an effective mind 
map:

1. You need to ensure that you start with a central idea. This should be in the centre of the page 
so that it draws your attention. You can also include an image that represents the mind map’s 
topic, this will help to strengthen the connection you have to the main theme.

2. Add branches to the mind map – the main branches forming from the central idea should each 
follow a specific theme, which can then be explored in more depth by adding more branches 
from them giving more detail.

3. Ensure that key words are used on separate branches as this will help to spark more 
associations.

4. Colour code the different branches of the mind map to help personalise it further and add 
more visual stimulation.

Visualisation diagrams – when creating these it is important that you remember who the audience 
is as this will affect the amount of detail that needs to be included. Remember this should give the 
client a clear idea of what the final product will look like. Add annotations or labels where required 
to enhance their understanding. Also if required give an indication of scale.

Storyboards – A storyboard is a series of diagrams that shows a sequence of displays. A storyboard 
should contain the number of scenes, scene content, timings, camera shots (e.g. close up, mid, 
long), camera angles (e.g. over the shoulder, low angle, aerial), camera movement (e.g. pan, tilt, 
zoom or using a track and dolly), lighting (e.g. types, direction), sound (e.g. dialogue, sound effects, 
ambient sound, music), locations (e.g. indoor studio or other room, outdoors).

Scripts - Scripts perform a number of different functions including; identifying the place where an 
action is to take place, identifying which different characters will be in a particular scene, providing 
stage directions (movements), and stating what dialogue will be used in a particular scene. Scripts 
will also contain comments about the particular mood for a scene which the actors can use to take 
ques from.



Subject: iMedia Term: 3 Topic: RO81 Revision Activities

Week 3 – Reviewing Documents 

In order to review a pre-production document it is important to ensure that you 
are consistently referring back to the brief / client’s requirements - Review and 
compare your work to the original brief – have you done what was asked? How? 
Think about the following: 

• Format – Has the client specified the type of file format or layout 
required? If not how have you interpreted what is needed to deliver on 
this?

• Style – Has the client requested a specific style? Or do you need to 
analyse the target audience to develop a suitable house style? How have 
you achieved this?

• Clarity – Is the documentation understandable? Look back at the 
documentation and think that if you were the client, would you be able to 
understand the plans that have been drawn up in sufficient detail in order 
to make an assessment of whether they are correct or not. Clarity in the 
design phase will save a lot of time and effort in the long run as fewer 
things will need to be corrected before final approval.

• Suitability of content for the client and target audience – this could be in 
terms of the content that has been included in the design or the level of 
language that has been used e.g. is it too simplistic or complex. Pitching 
this right is a real skill that needs to be developed over time.



Subject: iMedia Term: 3 Topic: RO81 revision activities

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Creating a mood board
The purpose, uses and content of different pre-production documents
A mood board is a collection of sample materials and products. It can be either a physical mood board or a digital mood board. 
A physical mood board is, for example, created on a notice board or large piece of paper using pictures and samples that are fixed to it. 
A digital mood board is, for example, created in any software application that supports multiple images, graphics, text and other content. 

Creating a mood board, extended learning: https://sway.office.com/wdwHRc7R5lSbqV9C?ref=Link

Creating a mind map
The purpose, uses and content of different pre-production documents
A mind map or ‘spider diagram’ is a way of organising thoughts and ideas. 
It is based around a central theme (or node) and has branches off for the 
different aspects using sub nodes. 
Creating a mood board, extended learning: 
https://sway.office.com/wdwHRc7R5lSbqV9C?ref=Link

Creating a visualisation diagram
The purpose, uses and content of different pre-production documents
This is a rough drawing or sketch of what the final static image product is intended to look like. Typically it is hand drawn, but good art skills are not 
essential as it is a concept, layout and content of the product that is being illustrated. A static or still image is one that does not move, so something like 
a magazine advert, a DVD cover or a website page would be good examples, although don’t use these for anything that has a timeline – such as a video. 
A good visualisation diagram should be annotated. These should include your own thoughts, notes and comments that help to show your thinking. 
Creating a mood board, extended learning: https://sway.office.com/WFJkSQ0xvs3GWhv7?ref=Link

Nodes Sub 
nodes

branch

https://sway.office.com/wdwHRc7R5lSbqV9C?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/wdwHRc7R5lSbqV9C?ref=Link
https://sway.office.com/WFJkSQ0xvs3GWhv7?ref=Link


Subject: Photography Term: 3 Topic: Coursework Unit

Week 1 - 2AO3
AO2 Week 1 - 2

• Create work using lots of different styles and techniques.
• Analyse and evaluate your work, changing it as you go to make it better.
• Refine and develop – Always think, how can this be more successful?
• Take risks and if something didn’t work, explain why to show your understanding.
• Edit photographs and present stages of editing.
• Design a range of different ideas.

This term we will focus on Assessment Objective 2 (AO2) which means you will refine 
your work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, 
materials, techniques and processes and reviewing and refining your ideas as your 
work develops.

You will develop your photographs using a range of manual or digital processes. It 
important to choose processes that play to your strengths and so you will need to research 
a broad range of styles before selecting your preferred method.



Subject: Photography Term: 3 Topic: Coursework Unit

Week 5 - 6 

. 

AO4
Digital and Manual Manipulation Week 3 - 4 

You will learn how to manipulate your photographs in the style of the below artists (left 
to right Camila Casullo, Nico Goodden, Brandon Kidwell, Barbara Kruger and Julie 
Cockburn). You will learn how to isolate colour, create a double exposure affect, add text 
and repeat and rotate to create patterns. You can find YouTube tutorials for all of these 
skills to practice using Photoshop prior to your lesson.

You will learn how to manipulate your photographs in the style of the below artists (left to 
right Amy Friend, Elise Wehle, Erin Case, Victoria Villasana, Alana Dee Haynes). You will 
learn how to create tessellation patterns, negative space effects, create a double exposure 
affect, add embroidery and add drawing/ etching to your photographs. 

You will create a personal 
response to your 
investigation of your theme. 
This is your final piece and 
can take many different 
formats but must clearly link 
your theme and the artists 
you have studied. You should 
aim to show all of the 
knowledge and skill you have 
develop over the last two 
years.



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Social Influence

Week 1 –Key Concepts of Social Influence 
and Conformity 

Social psychology is an area that looks at how other people 
influence our behavior, thoughts and feelings. 

Conformity: The tendency to change what we do, think or 
say in response to the real or imagined pressure from a 
majority group. 

Kelman (1958) Three types of conformity
- Compliance: Superficial agreement with the group – going 

along with it publicly but holding a different view privately 
(temporary change).

- Identification: Conforming to the group because we value it –
prepared to change views to be accepted by it.

- Internalisation: Conforming to the group because you accept 
its norms – you agree privately as well as publicly (permanent 
change).



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Memory

Week 3 – Collective and Crowd Behaviour 

. 

Week 2 – Obedience

Milgram: 
- He conducted an experiment focusing on the conflict between 

obedience to authority and personal conscience. 
- Participants were told by an experimenter to administer increasingly 

powerful electric shocks to another individual. Unbeknownst to the 
participants, shocks were fake and the individual being shocked was 
an actor.

- The majority of participants obeyed, even when the individual being 
shocked screamed in pain.

Obedience vs Conformity 

Social influence can be seen in groups when people gather 
together. 

Collective behaviour = The behaviour of 2 or more individuals 
who are acting together.

Crowd behaviour = Refers to a group of people who have come 
together for a common purpose, e.g. to watch a football match. 

Pro Social = Actions which benefit society. Such as giving to 
charity.

Anti social = Actions which go against society and harms it in 
some way – such as the London riots

Obedience =  To follow an order given by a person with recognised 
authority over you.

Obedience Conformity

Hierarchy of authority Those of equal status 

We feel like we have to, 
in order to avoid 
punishment 

We feel like we should
in order to be liked or 
because we want to be 
right 

If someone refuses, 
they may be punished 
and suffer bad 
consequences

If someone refuses, 
they may be ignored or 
marginalised 



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Memory

Week 4 – Theories of Social Influence – Situational 
Factors of Conformity

Situational factors
In some cases, people will outwardly change their behaviour to 
fit in with the group, but will retain their personal opinion. 

Normative Social Influence: This occurs when we wish to be liked 
by the majority group.
Informational Social Influence: This occurs when we look to the 
majority group for information as we want to be right.

Asch: 

- Conducted an experiment to investigate the extent to which 
social pressure from a majority group could affect a person to 
conform.
- There was an obvious answer to a line judgment task.
- If the participant gave an incorrect answer it would be clear 
that this was due to group pressure.

AO3: 
 Lab experiment – easily replicated 
 Proved that people give into social pressure
 Lab experiment- lacks ecological validity 
 Biased sample- White American men 
 Artificial study- Results are not reliable, not an everyday task 



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Memory

Week 6 – Theories of Social Influence – Situational 
Factors of Social and Anti-social behaviour: Culture 

. 

Collectivist: Emphasize the needs and goals of the group as a whole over the needs and wishes 
of each individual.
Individualistic: Is a society which is characterised by individualism, which is the prioritising, or 
emphasis, of the individual over the entire group

Week 5 – Theories of Social Influence – Situational 
Factors of Collective and Crowd Behaviour 

LeBon: 
- When people are in a crowd, they lose their sense of self, 

responsibility and morality – the crowd works together. 
- This behaviour is unconscious and driven by instinct. 
- This can lead to violence and people acting in ways they 

would never normally contemplate if they were on their own.

Reicher: 
- Crowds acts under a common social identity – members of the 
crowd all share a similar background, culture, interests or come 
from a similar area.
- He researched St Paul’s riots (1980) People attacked police cars 
but did not damage other people’s cars or their property. Looked 
at…
- Ingroups: Someone who is part of your group. This could be 

someone who lives in the same area as you or shares the 
same interests or is in the same class or team. 

- Outgroups: Someone who is not in your group. It could be 
that they support a different football team to you or are in a 
different class. 

- Deindividuation: When people are in the crowd and they lose 
their sense of individuality and feel more anonymous. This 
can also happen if someone is wearing a costume or uniform. 

Whiting and 
whiting 

Tower Moghaddam

Conduced a naturalistic 
observation of children 
aged 3-11 years old in 6 
different countries.
Children from Mexico and 
Philippines acted in more 
pro-social way than 
children from Japan and 
USA.
Most pro-social were 
children from Kenya 
(100% of Kenyan children 
demonstrated altruism, 
compared to 8% American 
children).

Investigated sharing 
behaviour in children 
from UK and Russia. 
Russian children = 
chose resources that 
benefited others, UK
children = chose 
resources that 
benefited themselves.

Found children 
raised on a Kibbutz
showed more 
altruistic and 
helping behaviours 
compared to 
children raised in 
Europe and USA. 



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Memory
Week 7 – Theories of Social Influence – Authority 

figures on obedience 

Authority figure: Someone we perceive as having 
more power than ourselves

Agentic state: When an individual does not feel 
responsible for their actions as they are acting 
under the others from an authority figure.

Autonomous state: Where the individual feels 
responsible for their own actions

Milgram: 
- He conducted an experiment focusing on the 

conflict between obedience to authority and 
personal conscience. 

- Participants were told by an experimenter to 
administer increasingly powerful electric shocks 
to another individual. Unbeknownst to the 
participants, shocks were fake and the individual 
being shocked was an actor.

- The majority of participants obeyed, even when 
the individual being shocked screamed in pain.

Week 8- Evaluation of situational factors

 Does not take free will into account 
Deindividuation does not always lead to violence 
Not everyone conforms in the same way
Theories fail to take individual differences into account 
Milgram’s research can be viewed as deterministic
Most research is conducted on children 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Milgram_Experiment_v2.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Milgram_Experiment_v2.png


Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Memory

Week 10 – Dispositional Factors – Locus 
of Control  

Locus of control: 
How much control a person feels like they have over their own life 

Rotter (1954) defines locus of control as the degree to which a 
person perceives an outcome as being contingent on their own 
actions or those of external forces. 

Internal locus of control: 
People who base their success on their own work and believe they 
control their life.

External locus of control: 
People who attribute their success or failure to outside influences.

Week 9 – Bickman’s research  

Aim: 
Does appearance affect how people obey others?
Procedure: 
Field experiment
3 male experimenters – each took it in turn to dress as a civilian 
(jacket and tie), milkman, guard uniform (looked like a police officer)
Gave orders to 153 random pedestrians on a street in Brooklyn, New 
York
Orders: 
Picking up litter – ‘Pick up this bag for me.’
Coin and parking meter – ‘This man is overparked at the meter but 
doesn’t have any change – give him a dime.’
Bus Stop – ‘Don’t you know you have to stand on the other side of the 
pole? This sign says “No Standing”.’
Results: 
People were 2 to 3 times more likely to obey the guard than the 
civilian 
89% obeyed the guard, 57% the milkman and 33% the civilian. 

 Participants were selected by opportunity sampling 
 The research is culturally biased 
 The study was unethical
 Gender bias



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Memory

Week 11 – Dispositional Factors – Morality 

Morality: Understanding what is right and wrong 
Kohlberg (1968) 
- Conducted a longitudinal study into morality, followed the 

same group of boys over a period of 12 years. 
- Preconventional morality:  

- Stage 1, punishment where children are focused on       
consequences. 

- Stage 2, Action is based on what is most beneficial
- Conventional morality: 

- Stage 3, pleasing and getting approval from others
- Stage 4, Behaviour is based around obeying authority 

- Post-conventional morality: 
- Stage 5, Behaviour based on what has been agreed by 

society as a whole 
- Stage 6, Based on more abstract ideas of justice and 

what is ethical 
Generalisability: Describes the extent to which research findings 
can be applied to settings other than that in which they were 
originally tested
 Gender biased
 Not generalizable 
 Focuses too much on the individual 

Week 12 – Dispositional Factors –
Authoritarian Personality   

. 

Authoritarian Personality: A personality type that is very 
obedient to authority 

Adorno et al. (1950) developed a questionnaire called the 
California F scale, to measure levels of authoritarian personality.
- Believed obedience was down to the personality of the 

individuals 
- He proposed those in ‘authoritarian personality’ was more 

likely to obey those in authority and discriminate against 
those that they see as inferior 

- Findings: People with authoritarian personality…
- See the world in black and white 
- Offer blind obedience to those they believe are a higher 

authority than themselves 
- Are prejudiced to those they see as inferior to themselves 
- Are very conformist 

 Focuses too much on the individual, making generalisations 
difficult 

 Explanations are reductionist 
 Does not explain why people who have not experienced 

harsh parenting are not obedient 



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Sleep and Dreaming Retrieval Practice

Week 14 - Natcen (2011) Riots  

. 

‘Why did young people get involved in the riots?’
• The researchers aimed to speak to around 30 people in each of the five 
areas studied – Tottenham, Peckham, Clapham Junction, Salford and 
Birmingham - and two unaffected areas – Poplar in east London and Firth 
Park in Sheffield.
• 36 participants were interviewed 5 weeks after the riots took place 
• Informed consent was gained and they were assured that any 

information about what had happened would not be passed on to the 
police but any plans for any future criminal activity would be. 

• Results:  
• They divided those participants into; watchers, rioters, looters and non-

involved
• Motivators for involvement in rioting and/or looting were found to be: 

benefiting from an exciting experience, an opportunity to get free stuff, 
and/or the chance to get back at the police.

• Two clear decision-making processes were found to interact and 
influence whether or not a young person got involved. These were:

• (i) Their beliefs about right and wrong.
• (ii) Their assessment of the risks of involvement weighed against the 

benefits.
 Memory is not always reliable 
 Social desirability bias 
 Not a representative sample 

Influence of the brain: 
Argoskin et al (2014)
Positive correlation between self esteem and grey matter 
People with low self-esteem have reduced amounts of grey 
matter in the hippocampus. 
People with low self esteem are more conforming 

Anderson et al (1999)
Two individuals that have suffered brain damage to the pre-
frontal cortex as babies, were unable to understand the 
difference between right and wrong behaviour and showed 
personality traits similar to that of psychopaths 

Week 13 – Dispositional Factors – Influence 
of the brain  



Subject: Psychology Term: 3 Topic: Social Influence

Week 15 –Changing attitudes 

Moscovici (1985) identified the behavioural styles which minorities must 
possess if they are to exert social influence on majorities:

1. The message that minority put forward must be consistent, they 
must not change the message. 

2. The minority must show how committed it is to the cause. 
3. The argument must be persuasive, for example, having a charismatic 

representative. 

Charities and government campaigns:
- Campaigning to reduce the stigma and discrimination associated with 

mental health 
- Time to change: The campaign focuses on changing behaviours towards 

people with mental health problems, rather than just raising awareness 
of mental health issues. 



Subject: Sport Term: 3 – Learning Outcome 1-4 Topic: Unit RO53 Sports Leadership

Delivering a session: 
safe practice, i.e. organisation of 
group/activity, safe supervision (e.g. 
as a leader, coach) 
delivery style, i.e. proactive/reactive, 
demonstration/explanation
communication skills, i.e. verbal, non-
verbal, appropriate language, 
technical terms 
motivation techniques, i.e. 
encouragement, extrinsic motivators 
(e.g. rewards, prizes) 
activity-specific knowledge, i.e. 
appreciation/understanding of 
current techniques and tactics which 
are appropriate to the requirements 
of the performers
adaptability, i.e. making adjustments 
in an activity that isn’t working,  
addressing issues you hadn’t 
prepared for.

. 

Evaluating a session

evaluating planning and delivery of a sports activity 
session, i.e. ○ what went well? – against the plan 
(e.g. was the order of activities effective? – against 
the delivery (e.g. did I keep everyone motivated?) 

what did not go well? – against the plan (e.g. did I 
consider an appropriate number of activities?) –
against the delivery (e.g. was the group listening to 
me?) 

what could be improved for the future? – against 
the plan (e.g. were the group’s objectives met?) –
against the delivery (e.g. could I position myself 
better when communicating with the group?)



Subject: Sport Term: 1-6 Topic: Unit RO52 Developing Sports Skills

LO1 - Be able to use skills, techniques and 
tactics/strategies/compositional ideas as an individual 
performer in a sporting activity (Year 11)

the key components of performance for an individual 
performer in a sporting activity, i.e. 
• performance of skills and techniques (e.g. a front 

somersault in trampolining) 
• creativity (e.g. communicating a theme to the 

audience through performance of a ballet dance) 
• appropriate use of tactics/strategies/compositional 

ideas (e.g. using a drop-shot against a baseline player 
in tennis) 

• decision-making during performance (e.g. shot 
selection from different lies in golf) 

• ability to manage/maintain own performance (e.g. 
staying composed after two illegal jumps in triple-
jump). 

LO2 - Be able to use skills, techniques and 
tactics/strategies/compositional ideas as a team 
performer in sporting activity. (Year 10)

the key components of performance for a team 
performer in a sporting activity, i.e. 
• performance of skills and techniques (e.g. a 

chest pass in netball) ○ creativity (e.g. feint to 
pass and then dribble in basketball) 

• appropriate use of 
tactics/strategies/compositional ideas (e.g. when 
to bowl a bouncer in cricket) 

• decision-making during performance (e.g. choice 
of pass in rugby union) 

• awareness of role within/contribution to the 
team (e.g. covering for a team mate who is out 
of position in football). 



Subject: Sport Term: 1-6 Topic: Unit RO52 Developing Sports Skills

LO3 - Be able to officiate in a sporting activity 
(Year 10)

• how to apply rules and regulations relevant 
to the activity (e.g. reference to NGB rule 
books) 

• the importance of consistency (e.g. making 
sure rules are applied consistently in a 
variety of situations) 

• the importance of accuracy (e.g. applying 
rules correctly) 

• the use of signals (e.g. 
whistles/flags/gestures – how, when, why) 

• how to communicate decisions (e.g. with 
other officials, performers and the 
audience) 

• the importance of positioning (e.g. to gain 
the best view to make decisions, not 
obstruct activity).

. 

LO4 - Be able to apply practice methods to support improvement in a sporting activity (Year 10/11)

how to identify areas of improvement in their own performance in a sporting activity, i.e. 
• what are the key skills in the activity? 
• which key skills are strengths? 
• which key skills are weaknesses? 
• types of skills, i.e. simple skill (e.g. transferable between a number of sports such as running) 
• complex skill (e.g. tend to be specific to a sport (non-transferable) such as a tennis serve) 
• open skill (e.g. adaptable depending on the environment such as a pass in football) 
• closed skill (e.g. performed in a stable environment such as a free throw in basketball) 
• types of practice, i.e. whole i.e. the whole skill is performed at once (e.g. a triple jump)
• part i.e. the skill is broken down into parts which are practised separately (e.g. just the ‘hop’ phase in the 

triple jump) 
• variable i.e. the skill is practised in the range of different situations that could be experienced in a 

performance 
• fixed i.e. a specific skill or technique is repeatedly practised in the same way 
• methods to improve own performance, i.e. 
• different types of practice 
• altering context of performance (e.g. playing with and against better players can improve performance) 
• use of tools to aid evaluation (e.g. match analysis, video analysis, etc.) 

how to measure improvement in skills, techniques and strategies developed, i.e. 
• completion of proficiency awards 
• keeping individual logs of performance 
• keeping video diaries 
• peer observation 
• monitoring competition results over time. 
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